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{Review of Author’s 
Introduction}
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Four: Review uestions
One: Why did hadith scholars author 

works of {40 Hadith}?
Two: What was Imam Nawawi’s basis 

for compiling his {40 Hadith}?
ree: What is the subject of Imam 

Nawawi’s collection?
Four: What is the author’s counsel 

regarding these 40 Hadith?
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Radiance of Hadith

e Prophet said:
“May Allah illuminate the face of one who 

hears my words, understands them 
completely, and then conveys them as they 

heard them.” 
[Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Ibn Maja--mutawatir]
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Hadith One

e Narrator
e Compilers
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Hadith One

e Commander of the Believers, Abu 
Hafs Umar ibn al-Khattab (Allah be 

pleased with him) relates: I heard the 
Messenger of Allah (peace and blessings 

be upon him) say...
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“Actions are by intentions, and each 
person shall have what they intended...
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So whoever’s migration was to Allah 
and His Messenger, then their 

migration was to Allah and His 
Messenger...
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And whoever’s migration was for a 
worldly matter they sought to attain or 

a woman they wished to marry, then 
their migration was for what they 

migrated for.”
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Reported by the two imams of the hadith 
masters--Abu Abd Allah Muhammad ibn 
Isma`il ibn Ibrahim ibn al-Mughira ibn 

Bardizbah al-Bukhari, and Abu’l Husayn 
Muslim ibn Hajjaj ibn Muslim al-
ushayri al-Naysaburi--in their 

respective works of rigorously authentic 
(sahih) hadith, which are the most 

rigorously authentic of authored books.
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Commentary

“Verily, actions are by intentions.”
One: {Verily} - innama

Two: {Actions} - al-a`mal
ree: {are by} - bi-
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“And each person shall have whatever 
they intended”

Four: {And each person shall have}
Five: {whatever they intended} - ma
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“... shall have whatever they 
intended...”

What to intend in one’s 
actions

Purpose & Opportunity
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“So whoever’s migration was for...”
Six: Migration... to?

Seven: Worldly motives
Eight: Even good intentions...
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Ibn Ata’illah’s counsel:
Don’t migrate from creation 
to creation... Rather, migrate 

from creation to the Creator...
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